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OPINION
part of my business, the telecommunica
tions one, there have been many examples
of biomedical instrumentation which have
been developed by physicists. I have in
mind not only the glamourous and expen
sive ones (like NMR imaging), but also the
many small and simple instruments which
have exploited the possibilities of optical
fibres, for example. Such instruments can
be developed without expensive subsidies
in modestly equipped laboratories. Here
small teams are needed, much smaller
than the teams which developed semicon
ductor technology, but still the principle of
teamwork remains the same.
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Disciplined Interactions
Academics do not fit easily into this
brave new world. Teachers at all levels have
very broad responsibilities associated with
being surrogate parents to hundreds of
young people. Most of these young people
are not going to be involved in manufac
turing, even though the level of manufac
turing determines the overall level of pros
perity of each country. Some economists
have suggested that in 20 or 30 years a
kind of equilibrium will develop in manu
facturing capacities around the world, as
the economies of countries that are now
underdeveloped mature. In such a techno
logically equilibrated world only 10%of
each country’s population would be
engaged in manufacturing. For presently
industrialized countries, this picture has
drastic implications. In the US at present
about 15%of our population is engaged in
manufacturing, so that if this picture is
correct, the fraction will drop by 1/3. For
Germany, where the current figure is 32%,
the implications are even more drastic.
There the fraction could drop by 70%.
We are thus faced with a paradox
which is of great importance to scientists.
On the one hand each country’s prosperity
will depend on success in manufacturing.
However, if only 10% of revenues comes
from this sector, and more than half of the
population obtains advanced education of
some kind, then scientists will be spending
80 or 90% of their time teaching basic sci
ence to students who will have no direct
applications of this knowledge. Somehow
these two points of view must eventually
be reconciled.
There is no automatic means or recipe
for reconciling manufacturing and educa
tional needs. More than ever, responsible
and active government involvement is
needed to bring the two cultures together.
On the whole Japan seems to have
achieved the greatest degree of success in

this area. It has generally relied on joint
consultations between representatives
from universities, industries and govern
ment topic selection in a way that is aca
demically feasible and industrially reward
ing. This requires, however, a great deal of
discipline among academics. In the United
States we have not had much of this, as the
SSC demonstrated.
The problem of disciplined academicindustrial-governmental interactions is
exacerbated by the fact that one school of
thought argues that education in applied
science should not or cannot be carried
out in universities, but that such training
should be done in industry itself. My own
feeling is that most of the industrial efforts
at mentoring which I have observed have
been amateurish to the point of absurdity.
Graduate schools perform invaluable ser
vices by training large groups of young sci
entists and grading them according to
abilities and interests - tasks which cannot
be carried out in industry. I have wit
nessed some of the disasters that can occur
when industrial mentors are overcome by
virgin pedagogical enthusiasm and try to
train technicians to do the jobs of scien

tists. For a very few individual cases suc
cesses are possible, but those exceptions
are rare.
When we talk of disciplined academic
- industrial - governmental relations we
mean just that. I believe that much of the
disappointment with the results of
government-supported research stems pri
marily from absence of this discipline. It is
true that academics guard their indepen
dence fiercely, but then no one forces them
to accept government funding. It is very
tempting to simply divide available funds
equally, or give them to interest groups
which are largest and can afford to dedi
cate the largest amount of time to lobby
ing. This is why large science has received
so much in the past. But if one simply asks
how many people in industry are doing
similar work, and makes a first-order
correction for growth, most of these prob
lems can be avoided. It is not too hard to
recognize Gresham’s law in action, and to
identify fields where the pressure is great
est to create government-supported posi
tions for recent graduates who would oth
erwise have great difficulty finding
employment.

Europe Needs Special Measures
J. Bessa Sousa from the University of Porto argues that the European situation
must be placed in the correct context.
J. Bessa Sousa
For
example,
science and technology may
In spite ofEurope’s decline in external
not be adequatelymature in Europe as a whole.
competitiveness, it has (surprisingly) main
In other words, theymaynot be adequately
tained social welfare growth for manyyears.
But alarming signals are emerging nowadays, developed and implemented in the various
regions and countries. For one can ask whether
notablya large unemployment rate, almost
stagnant economies and increasing difficulties Europe is taking full advantage of all of its
human resources and research capacities, and
in the process of European integration. High
salaries combined with lowrates ofindustrial indeed whether it can compete with scientif
production and innovation are different views icallymore homogeneous and integrated coun
tries such as Japan or USA.
ofthe same problem.
At present, onlya fewEuropean countries
It will be difficult to improve consistently
participate in true sense in meaningful inter
the qualityand cultural aspects oflife in
Europe without a major internal restructuring national competition, and only avery fewcom
process, for economic integration alone seems panies are involved. Europe must promote a
more balanced participation, with an improved
insufficient to promote the necessaryglobal
distribution of its scientific and technological
transformation. When planning for the 21st
century, Europe should select the most promis expertise, and ofthe benefits resulting fromthe
ing emerging areas ofscience and technology industrial applications. Without a more partic
and promote priority research and concerted ipative global effort it will be difficult to cope
with the competition (and faster development)
actions in them. But it will be erroneous to
assume that this will be enough to put Europe coming fromAsia and North America.
Therefore, besides economic integration
in the front rowinsofar as the competitive
Europe needs an integration programme in sci
exploitation ofnewtechnologies.
ence, technology and industry aimed at a more
Acritical assessment should be made of
the actual strengths and limitations ofEurope’s homogeneous distribution ofmedium-size
science and technologybefore embarking on a research facilities and oftechnological exper
tise and skills, and the creation ofa real part
concerted strategic plan for the future. The
nership in developing and setting up the new
present shortcomings and limitations, ifnot
properly corrected, will constitute averyshaky industries which are needed. This programme
should also lead to a proper integration ofthe
basis for implementing any strategic plan.

OPINION

We Need the Whole of Physics
J.T. Devreese from the University of Antwerp points out the danger of trivializing
parts of physics.
J.T. Devreese
The analysis byJ.C. Phillips at CMD-EPS path integrals and Feynman diagrams, and
’96 ofsolid-state physics was certainly stimu concepts such as scaling, universalityand sym
lating. But remarks such as “high-energy phys metry breaking have been useful in many fields
ics has been dead for 30years” and a strong
ofphysics. The unique tool ofsynchrotron
opposition to the SSCthat were perhaps
radiation, so dear to solid-state physicists, is a
intended to enliven the discussion. They
by-product ofhigh-energy physics.
should be taken cum maximograno salis. First
Weneed all ofphysics: the beauty ofceles
ofall, high-energy physics remains a vigorous tial mechanics, the depths of phase transitions,
fieldwith some ofthe best minds at work. In
the excitement ofunderstanding the hydro
the period referred to we have seen the discov static paradox or the colour ofthe sky, thejoy
ery ofthe J/psi, ofthe Wand Zbosons and of
ofcalculating the Lamb shift or measuring the
the top quark, as well as the development ofthe 21cmline. It is counterproductive to minimize
standard model ofparticle physics which con the significance of areas other than one’s own.
stitutes a great step forwardtowards realizing It is also hard to see howto attract students by
the dreamofunification. These achievements trivializing the value ofparts ofphysics. What
have not only contributed to our understand we must convey is the richness of the entire
ing ofthe “building blocks”of Nature but also subject and, indeed, ofthe whole ofscience.
So-called small science is indeed invalu
shed light on the evolution ofthe earlyuni
verse. Think ofthe marvellous “first three min able: the work of Muller and Bednroz on highutes” ofWeinberg; the fact that the structure
Tcsuperconductivity was realized with modest
and dynamics ofthe universe is correlated with budgets, and the same is true for the Binnigthe fine details ofelementary particle physics is Rohrer scanning tunneling microscope. On the
a fundamental insight with a major cultural
other hand, detection ofthe quantum Hall
dimension. Furthermore, the methods oftheo effect was facilitatedbythe availabilityofhigh
retical high-energy physics have been most
magnetic fields. Sowe should open up the full
fruitful for condensed-matter physics, notably potential ofboth large and small science.
timelyincremental steps which either enable
methods. Here, acute awareness and mixed
newmethods, or which control qualityto stabi experience (science/technology) are crucial
lize and improve the yield ofolder makeshift
factors for success.
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Neural Networks:
Basics, Applications &Futures
18-20 September1996

A modular 3-day programme for all with interests in this important field. In the
first two days, the basics and applications, both industrial and commercial, of
neural networks will be discussed. The final day will be a seminar on the 'Future
of Neural Networks', with international authorities including Igor Aleksander,

Shun-lchi Amari, John Hopfield, Teuvo Kohonen andJohn Taylor.

Safety Critical Systems
16-20 September1996

Designed for all those who require an understanding of the approach and
methods used to generate software in safety critical systems, whatever the
application. It will be of interest both to software engineers, who need to
familiarise themselves with techniques, and to those who specify or manage
projects in which safety issues are a concern. Participants will be taught how to
use software tools by working In groups, through small projects in SCS
development.

Microsystems Technology
23 -25 October1996

An inter-disciplinary programme covering the science, technology and
application of microsystems - i.e. sensors, actuators and other 3D-structures of
emerging importance. Topics covered will include materials, fabrication,
devices and applications.
Further details from: Sally Verkaik, Continuing Education Centre, Imperial
College, Level 5 Sherfield Building, Exhibition Road, London SW7 2AZ, UK.
Tel: +44 (0)171 594 6882/1; Fax: +44 (0)171 594 6883 E-mail: cpd@ic.ac.uk

BERGISCHE UNIVERSITÄT GESAMTHOCHSCHULE WUPPERTAL

The institutefor Materials Science
Invites applications for newly created, tenured faculty position:

FULL PROFESSOR (Universitätsprofessor C4)
of Theoretical Physics
The successful applicant will be appointed to the Physics Faculty
and is expected to build up and to lead a group devoted to the theo
retical analysis of new materials or novel condensed matter phe
nomena. The applicants are expected to meet the corresponding
standards of scientific and academic qualification and experience.
Besides carrying out a successful research program in cooperation
with existing groups in the Institute for Materials Science this pro
fessor is expected to participate in teaching the curricula in physics
and materials science.
Applicants must satisfy the legal requirements of the state of
Northrhine-Westfalia for the above appointment, i.e., Habilitation
or equivalent scientific merits or degrees. They should send their
curriculum virae, a summary of their scientific career including
teaching experience, and a list of publications by November 10,
1996 to the Director of the Institute for Materials Science,
Prof. Dr. S. Dietrich, Fachbereich Physik,
Bergische Universität - Gesamthochschule Wuppertal,
D-42097 Wuppertal, Germany
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European Union’s peripheral countries and its
neighbours to the east so as to increase signifi
cantlyEurope’s overall strength and potential
to adjust to world competition.
The remarks by J.C. Phillips on the value
and effectiveness ofsmall-scale science as
opposed to large-scale projects must be
endorsed. Europe should build efficient net
works ofresearch groups and laboratory facil
ities, taking full advantage ofthe richness and
diversityexisting in the different countries.
Recent European Union networking and
mobilityprogrammes shouldbe encouraged.
In parallel, a programme could be launched to
create a network ofstrategic medium-size
research facilities in the various European
regions, with adequate interfaces with industry
and conditions that promote an efficient trans
fer ofscientific knowledge to newapplications.
I also support the need to introduce new
approaches in teaching and training science at
the universitylevel. In particular, we must
learn howto integrate high-level science with
technologically oriented knowledge in order to
formulate “science with a purpose”. An overly
academic and removed science, although very
formative and of universal validity, is generally
ineffective ifit is not complemented by (simul
taneous) information on the applied aspects of
science and the basic principles behind mod
ern technology. Students should also be trained
in the use ofscience for solving concrete prob
lems, in an open environment and through
interaction with non-academic people. As J.C.
Phillips pointed out, most ofindustrial practice
consists not ofprofound inventions and care
fullyprepared discoveries, but of quick and
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